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The Collected Works of Oscar Wilde 2007 wilde s works are suffused with his aestheticism brilliant
craftsmanship legendary wit and ultimately his tragic muse he wrote tender fairy stories for children
employing all his grace artistry and wit of which the best known is the happy prince counterpoints to this
were his novel the picture of dorian gray which shocked and outraged many readers of his day and his
stories for adults which exhibited his fascination with the relations between serene art and decadent life
wilde took london by storm with his plays particularly his masterpiece the importance of being earnest
his essays in particular de profundis and his ballad of reading gaol both written after his release from
prison strikingly break the bounds of his usual expressive range his other essays and poems are all
included in this comprehensive collection of the works of one of the most exciting writers of the late
nineteenth century
Collected Works of Oscar Wilde 1997 here is a collection of this witty and irreverent author s works all in
their most authoritative texts includes the picture of dorian gray the importance of being earnest and
other stories and essays
Recollections of Oscar Wilde 2007 three men of literature nobel prize winner andre gide the french
ernest la jeunesse and the german franz blei present their recollections of the last years of oscar wilde
this present little volume disclose some few facts from the man s life after leaving prison the author of de
profundis after all the resolutions and conclusions in that document reverted to his baser self and died
with his life fallen far below the altitude marked in the prison letters that knowledge of a few is set forth
in concrete intimate manner in the pages of this book
The Plays of Oscar Wilde 2017-10-25 why buy our paperbacks expedited shipping high quality paper
made in usa standard font size of 10 for all books 30 days money back guarantee beware of low quality
sellers don t buy cheap paperbacks just to save a few dollars most of them use low quality papers
binding their pages fall off easily some of them even use very small font size of 6 or less to increase their
profit margin it makes their books completely unreadable how is this book unique unabridged 100
original content font adjustments biography included illustrated the plays of oscar wilde by oscar wilde
oscar wilde took london by storm with his first comedy lady windermere s fan the combination of dazzling
wit subtle social criticism sumptuous settings and the theme of a guilty secret proved a winner both here
and in his next three plays a woman of no importance an ideal husband and his undisputed masterpiece
the importance of being earnest this volume includes all wilde s plays from his early tragedy vera to the
controversial salome and the little known fragments la sainte courtisane and a florentine tragedy the
edition affords a rare chance to see wilde s best known work in the context of his entire dramatic output
and to appreciate plays which have hitherto received scant critical attention
Oscar Wilde 2013-09-04 winner of both the national book critics circle award and the pulitzer prize
oscar wilde is the definitive biography of the tortured poet and playwright and the last book by renowned
biographer and literary critic richard ellmann ellmann dedicated two decades to the research and writing
of this biography resulting in a complex and richly detailed portrait of oscar wilde ellman captures the wit
creativity and charm of the psychologically and sexually complicated writer as well as the darker aspects
of his personality and life covering everything from wilde s rise as a young literary talent to his eventual
imprisonment and death in exile with exquisite detail ellmann s fascinating account of wilde s life and
work is a resounding triumph
Collected Poems of Oscar Wilde 2000 oscar wilde glamorous and notorious more famous as a
playwright or prisoner than as a poet invites readers of his verse to meet an unknown and intimate figure
Complete Works of Oscar Wilde (Collins Classics) 2010-06-10 the collins complete works of oscar
wilde is the only truly complete and authoritative single volume edition of oscar wilde s works
Oscar Wilde 2018-05-23 reproduction of the original oscar wilde by leonard creswell ingleby
Oscar Wilde in America 2010-01-06 better known in 1882 as a cultural icon than a serious writer oscar
wilde was brought to north america for a major lecture tour on aestheticism and the decorative arts with
characteristic aplomb he adopted the role as the ambassador of aestheticism and he tried out a number



of phrases ideas and strategies that ultimately made him famous as a novelist and playwright this
exceptional volume cites all ninety one of wilde s interviews and contains transcripts of forty eight of
them and it also includes his lecture on his travels in america
Oscar Wilde - The Major Works 2000-07-06 this authoritative edition was formerly published in the
acclaimed oxford authors series under the general editorship of frank kermode it brings together a
unique combination of wilde s poetry and prose short stories plays critical dialogues and his only novel to
give the essence of his work and thinking this authoritative edition was formerly published in the
acclaimed oxford authors series under the general editorship of frank kermode it brings together a
unique combination of wilde s poetry and prose short stories plays critical dialogues and his only novel to
give the essence of his work and thinking oscar wilde s dramatic private life has sometimes threatened to
overshadow his great literary achievements his talent was prodigious the author of brilliant social
comedies fairy stories critical dialogues poems and a novel the picture of dorian gray in addition to
dorian gray this volume represents all these genres including such works as lady windermere s fan and
the importance of being earnest the happy prince the critic as artist and the ballad of reading gaol
Complete Works of Oscar Wilde 1994 oscar wilde 16 october 1854 30 november 1900 was an
extremely popular irish writer and poet who wrote in different forms throughout his career and became
one of london s most popular playwrights in the early 1890s today he is remembered for his epigrams
plays and the strange circumstances of his imprisonment followed by his early death at the turn of the
1890s wilde refined his ideas about the supremacy of art in a series of dialogues and essays and
incorporated themes of decadence duplicity and beauty into his only novel the picture of dorian gray
1890 the opportunity to construct aesthetic details precisely and combine them with larger social themes
drew wilde to write drama he wrote salome 1891 in french in paris but it was refused a license
unperturbed wilde produced four society comedies in the early 1890s which made him one of the most
successful playwrights of late victorian london wilde reached the height of his fame and success with the
importance of being earnest 1895
The Essays of Oscar Wilde 2015-12-12 oscar wilde s infamous wit taste for scandal and gift for
revealing the hypocrisies of fashionable society are on display here in this collection of his finest plays a
genius both of and ahead of his time he built his craft on the eternal questions of right and wrong with
pithy dialogue as fresh today as when it was written in addition to wilde s five major plays this signet
classics edition contains two interviews with the playwright at the peak of his career in which wilde
discusses his work and his critics some of his most brilliant critical writing in which he discusses the
nature of art in terms that anticipate much of today s literary theory an appendix that restores valuable
lines that appeared in the original text of the importance of being earnest with an introduction by sylvan
barnet and a new afterword by marylu hill
Oscar Wilde 1956 an illustrated anthology of oscar wilde s life and works
The Best of Oscar Wilde 2004-05-04 a beautifully illustrated collection of oscar wilde s favourite children s
tales known and loved throughout the world it includes the happy prince the selfish giant the nightingale
and the rose this gorgeous production brings wilde s magical stories to a whole new generation
The Oscar Wilde Anthology 2000 this carefully crafted ebook is formatted for your ereader with a
functional and detailed table of contents of the complete works of oscar wilde containing more than 150
works oscar fingal o flahertie wills wilde 1854 1900 was an irish writer and poet after writing in different
forms throughout the 1880s he became one of london s most popular playwrights in the early 1890s
today he is remembered for his epigrams and plays and the circumstances of his imprisonment which
was followed by his early death at the turn of the 1890s he refined his ideas about the supremacy of art
in a series of dialogues and essays and incorporated themes of decadence duplicity and beauty into his
only novel the picture of dorian gray 1890 the opportunity to construct aesthetic details precisely and
combine them with larger social themes drew wilde to write drama he wrote salome 1891 in french in
paris but it was refused a licence unperturbed wilde produced four society comedies in the early 1890s



which made him one of the most successful playwrights of late victorian london at the height of his fame
and success while his masterpiece the importance of being earnest 1895 was still on stage in london
wilde had the marquess of queensberry the father of his lover lord alfred douglas prosecuted for libel a
charge carrying a penalty of up to two years in prison the trial unearthed evidence that caused wilde to
drop his charges and led to his own arrest and trial for gross indecency with other men after two more
trials he was convicted and imprisoned for two years hard labour in 1897 in prison he wrote de profundis
which was published in 1905 a long letter which discusses his spiritual journey through his trials forming
a dark counterpoint to his earlier philosophy of pleasure upon his release he left immediately for france
never to return to ireland or britain
Oscar Wilde - Stories for Children 2014-11-07 including the philosophy of dress by oscar wilde the recent
print version was the first this work had been for the first time it had been published in 128 years and in
book form for the first time ever now this is the first ebook the work now forms the centerpiece of this
unique collection of wilde s writings on dress as a compendium this book also includes several rarely
published period articles and letters by wilde on dress and fashion along with a related exchange of
correspondence that forms an instructional discourse in addition there are generously annotated and
illustrated chapters that analyze the importance of dress in the historical context of the writing career of
oscar wilde and a comprehensive review of the influences trends characters and source material that
informed the development of his dress philosophy the whole constitutes a thorough examination of a
previously overlooked aspect in the wilde canon which should prove to be of interest not only to wildean
scholars but also to anyone who enjoys his style of writing oscar wilde continues to be favorably
reappraised as a one of the most culturally avant garde tastemakers of the late nineteenth century in an
ever fashion conscious world it is fitting that the themes explored like the author himself are still relevant
in this respect the book will also be of historical value to fashion students historians and practitioners
The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde (more than 150 Works) 2023-12-18 a simplified retelling of
five stories by the irish author oscar wilde
The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde 1910 digicat publishing presents to you this special edition of
selected poems of oscar wilde by oscar wilde digicat publishing considers every written word to be a
legacy of humankind every digicat book has been carefully reproduced for republishing in a new modern
format the books are available in print as well as ebooks digicat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature
Oscar Wilde on Dress (ebook) 2013-08-28 the cambridge companion to oscar wilde offers an essential
introduction to one of the theatre s most important and enigmatic writers although a general overview
the volume also offers some of the latest thinking on the dramatist and his impact on the twentieth
century part one places wilde s work within the cultural and historical context of his time and includes an
opening essay by wilde s grandson merlin holland further chapters also examine wilde and the victorians
and his image as a dandy part two looks at wilde s essential work as playwright and general writer
including his poetry critiques and fiction and provides detailed analysis of such key works as salome and
the importance of being earnest among others the third group of essays examines the themes and
factors which shaped wilde s work and includes wilde and his view of the victorian woman wilde s sexual
identities and interpreting wilde on stage this 1997 volume also contains a detailed chronology of wilde s
work a guide to further reading and illustrations from important productions
The Letters of Oscar Wilde 1962 why buy our paperbacks standard font size of 10 for all books high
quality paper fulfilled by amazon expedited shipping 30 days money back guarantee beware of low
quality sellers don t buy cheap paperbacks just to save a few dollars most of them use low quality papers
binding their pages fall off easily some of them even use very small font size of 6 or less to increase their
profit margin it makes their books completely unreadable how is this book unique unabridged 100
original content font adjustments biography included illustrated about best works of oscar wilde by oscar
wilde oscar wilde 16 october 1854 30 november 1900 was an irish playwright novelist essayist and poet



after writing in different forms throughout the 1880s he became one of london s most popular
playwrights in the early 1890s he is remembered for his epigrams his novel the picture of dorian gray his
plays as well as the circumstances of his imprisonment and early death wilde s parents were successful
anglo irish dublin intellectuals their son became fluent in french and german early in life at university
wilde read greats he proved himself to be an outstanding classicist first at dublin then at oxford he
became known for his involvement in the rising philosophy of aestheticism led by two of his tutors walter
pater and john ruskin after university wilde moved to london into fashionable cultural and social circles as
a spokesman for aestheticism he tried his hand at various literary activities he published a book of
poems lectured in the united states and canada on the new english renaissance in art and then returned
to london where he worked prolifically as a journalist known for his biting wit flamboyant dress and
glittering conversation wilde became one of the best known personalities of his day
The Complete Works of Oscar Wilde 2001 oscar wilde was a major influence on the culture of his
time and remains relevant today as a model of wit and style a sexual icon and a moral example in a
sequence of detailed and imaginative chapters on wilde and his times john stokes shows how in the
1880s and 1890s wilde played a vital part in the development of modern culture inspiring others to carry
his ideas on into the twentieth century stokes offers studies of wilde s place in the romantic tradition and
of his relationships with such legendary figures of the fin de siècle as aubrey beardsley alfred jarry and
arthur symons and always as part of the process of historical enquiry stokes considers those who came
after humanitarian disciples who kept wilde s memory sacred performers in his plays actors who
impersonated the man himself oscar wilde myths miracles and imitations explains why wilde a material
ghost haunts us still
Oscar Wilde 2005 this valuable study on oscar wilde was written by his friend andré gide after his death
french author and winner of the nobel prize in literature andre gide befriended wilde in paris in 1895
wilde was a renowned irish poet and playwright of the late nineteenth century he was most famous for
his only novel the picture of dorian gray and comic masterpieces such as lady windermere s fan and the
importance of being earnest wilde was a spokesperson for the late 19th century aesthetic movement in
england and played a significant role in the celebrated civil and criminal suits concerning homosexuality
that ended in his imprisonment after writing in various forms throughout the 1880s he became one of the
most recognized playwrights in london in the early 1890s contents include poem by oscar wilde
introductory inscription on oscar wilde s tombstone letters from m andré gide oscar wilde from the french
of andré gide sonnet to oscar wilde by augustus m moore list of published writings of oscar wilde
bibliographical notes on the english editions
Selected Poems of Oscar Wilde 2022-09-15 in this elegant and affectionate biography of one of the
most controversial personalities of the nineteenth century barbara belford breaks new ground in the
evocation of oscar wilde s personal life and in our understanding of the choices he made for his art
published for the centenary of wilde s death here is a fresh full scale examination of the author of the
importance of being earnest and the picture of dorian gray a figure not only full of himself but enjoying
life to the fullest based on extensive study of original sources and animated throughout by historical
detail anecdote and insight the narrative traces wilde s progression from his childhood in an intellectual
irish household to his maturity as a london author to the years of his european exile here is wilde the
oxford aesthete becoming the talk of london going off to tour america lecturing on the craftsmanship of
cellini to the silver miners of colorado condemning the ugliness of cast iron stoves to the ladies of boston
here is the domestic wilde building sandcastles with his sons and the generous wilde underwriting the
publication of poets lending and spending with no thought of tomorrow and here is the romantic wilde
enthralled with lord alfred douglas in an affair that thrived on laughter smitten with florence balcombe
flirting with violet hunt obsessed with lillie langtry loving constance his wife vividly evoked are the
theatres clubs restaurants and haunts that wilde made famous more than previous accounts belford s
biography evaluates wilde s homosexuality as not just a private matter but one connected to the politics



and culture of the 1890s wilde s timeless observations whichmake him the most quoted playwright after
shakespeare are seamlessly woven into the life revealing a man of remarkable intellect energy and
warmth too often portrayed as a tragic figure persecuted imprisoned sent into exile and shunned wilde
emerges from this intuitive portrait as fully human and fallible a man who realizing that his creative years
were behind him committed himself to a life of sexual freedom which he insisted was the privilege of
every artist even now we have yet to catch up with the man who exhibited some of the more
distinguishing characteristics of the twentieth century s preoccupation with fame and zeal for self
advertisement wilde s personality shaped an era and his popularity as a wit and a dramatist has never
ebbed
Oscar Wilde 1970-01-01 this selection of oscar wilde s writings provides a fresh perspective on his
character and thinking compiled from his lecture tours newspaper articles essays and epigrams these
pieces show that beneath the trademark wit wilde was a deeply humane and visionary writer as
challenging today as he was in the late 1800s this edition includes essays on interior design prison
reform shakespeare the dramatic dialogue decay of lying and the seminal soul of man
The Cambridge Companion to Oscar Wilde 1997-10-16 this carefully crafted ebook the journalism of
oscar wilde is formatted for your ereader with a functional and detailed table of contents throughout the
1880s oscar wilde devoted a great part of his creative energies to working as a professional journalist
and he was prepared to write on a remarkable range of topics uniquely witty intellectually acute and
socially aware wilde s journalism not only displays the extensive reading and stylistic experimentation
that prepared the way for his major works of the 1890s it provides an essential record of the vibrant and
rapidly changing journalistic culture in which he played a major part content a handbook to marriage a
ride through morocco aristotle at afternoon tea balzac in english dinners and dishes hamlet at the lyceum
london models mr morris on tapestry mr whistler s ten o clock mrs langtry as hester grazebrook olivia at
the lyceum the american invasion two biographies of keats two letters to the daily chronicle woman s
dress oscar wilde 1854 1900 is a central figure in aesthetic writing wilde was a poet fiction writer essayist
and editor oscar wilde is often seen as a homosexual icon although as many men of his day he was also a
husband and father wilde s life ended at odds with victorian morals that surrounded him he died in exile
Oscar Wilde , His Life with a Critical Estimate of His Writings 1909 this work has been selected by
scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know it this
work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible
therefore you will see the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in
the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you
may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body
of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be
preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the
preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and
relevant
Oscar Wilde, his life and confessions, by Frank Harris. [Followed by] Memories of Oscar Wilde, by G.B.
Shaw 1916 studying oscar wilde history criticism myth takes issue with many assumptions current in
wilde scholarship professors guy and small are interested in the tension between wilde s enduring
popularity with the general reading public as a perennially witty entertainer and his status among
academics as a complex politicized writer attuned to the cultural and philosophical currents associated
with modernity a number of commonly held views are challenged to what extent is de profundis
autobiographical how sophisticated is the learning exhibited in intentions in what ways are the society
comedies about homosexuality the volume also examines some of wilde s lesser known unfinished works
and scenarios including the cardinal of avignon la sainte courtisane and a florentine tragedy all printed as



appendices arguing that these failed works provide important insight into the reasons for wilde s popular
success guy and small have authored numerous articles and books on wilde this new book will be a must
read for scholars but it is also written in a jargon free language that speaks to the wider audience of
readers who enjoy oscar wilde book jacket
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